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18970414 Gas City IN 4

3:00 p.m. An object landed 2 km south of Gas City on the property of John 
Roush, terrifying the farmers and causing the horses and cattle to stampede. 
Six occupants of the ship came out and seemed to make some repairs.

18970419 Leroy KS 4

10:30 p.m. Alexander Hamilton was awakened by a noise among the cattle 
and went and saw an elongated cigar-shaped object, about 100 m long with a 
transparent cabin underneath showing narrow reddish bands, hovering 10 m 
above ground. Inside it were "six of the strangest beings" the witness had seen, 
also described as "hideous." A cow was dragged away by the object with the 
help of a strong red cable; it was found butchered in a field the next day.

18970422 Rockland TX 4

John M. Barclay was intrigued when his dog barked furiously and a high-
pitched noise was heard. He went out, saw a flying object circling 5 m above 
ground. Elongated with protrusions and blinding lights, it went dark when it 
landed. 

18970426 Aquila-Hillsboro TX 4
Approximate date. A lawyer was surprised to see a lighted object fly over. His 
horse was scared and nearly toppled the carriage. 

18970506 Hot Springs AR 4

Two policemen, Sumpter and McLenore, were riding northwest of Hot 
Springs when they saw a bright light in the sky. About 7 km farther they saw 
the light again coming down to the ground. One km farther the horses refused 
to walk.

281100 Milton ND 4

A UFO, round "like an inverted soup plate," sped overhead emitting rays of 
light which illuminated the ground and startled cattle. (NICAP UFO Evidence, 
1964, Hall)

290612 Fermeneuve CAN 4

11:00 p.m. Levis Brosseau, 20 was returning home when he saw a dark object 
with a yellow light and his horse became very nervous. Within 6 m of the 
object four or five dwarfish figures were running back and forth.

461000 Paterson NJ 4 Horse reacts to circular light

490404 Merced CA 4 BBU
witness and dog heard an intense clicking sound coming from the sky and saw 
a dark object

500920 Murray KY 4 Dog cowers at bolide (IFO)
530129 Conway SC 4 aM 5 BBU Fowl and mules vocalize as disc passes overhead
550800 Jedburgh, Scotland UK 4 Dog bolts as cigar-shaped object flies by
570306 Great Meadows-Hope NJ 4 BBU white derby-hat-shaped object 50+ ft wide hovering low over a field 
570730 Galt, Ontario CAN 4 Dog snarled and barked at landed domed disc
571110 Madison OH 4 Close encounter with domed-top 40' UFO 
590224 Victorville CA 4 BBU witness sighted a biconvex dull red object about 25 ft wide 
630215 Willow Grove AU 4 BBU 25 ft blue and battleship-gray metallic object, 9-10 ft high
630807 Fairfield (4 miles E of ) IL 4 An 5 BBU Dogs Sense UFO, Object Approaches Witnesses
640519 Hubbard OR 4 Cow fearful as square object landed
641030 Somerset UK 4 50 cows reacted to low object
641125 New Berlin NY 4 Dog fearful as bright light hovered
650520 Leroy Township OH 4 An 5 Disc With Ports Spooks Dog And Horse
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650719 Vaucluse, N.S.W. AU 4 An 5 Glowing Disc On Legs Freaks Dogs
650727 Carnarvan W. Aus 4 An 5 Squashed Football Hovers Over Road
650811 Beaver PA 4 Dog "went crazy" at hovering disc
650819 Cherry Creek NY 4 An 5 9806 Cherry Creek (Butcher) Trace Case
650903 Exeter NH 4 An 5 9890 The Exeter / Muscarello Case

660313 LaCross WI 4

9:30 p.m. CST. Police and citizens saw two bluish-green lighted objects and 
heard a beeping noise as if signals were being exchanged between the two. 
Dogs reacted to the objects (animal reactions.) (NICAP notes.) 

660314 Dexter and Hillsdale MI 4 Landing, structured object, multiple witnesses, animal reaction 

660316 Eliot ME 4

6:30-6:45 p.m. EST. A family saw a bright red ball of light with halo effect at 
close range for 10-15 minutes. The UFO emitted a high-pitched "beep" every 
1 -2 seconds synchronized with a blinking red light. Dogs barked and howled 
(animal reactions), and ran toward the object, which gradually | disappeared 
behind trees to the southeast. (New Hampshire NICAP Subcommittee s 
report.)

660317 Milan MI 4 BBU Object w/colored lights spinning came within 80 ft of the patrol car

660329 Eliot ME 4  

7:50 p.m. EST. While driving, a nurse's aide saw a large, bright red elliptical 
object with dome, five or six portholes emitting bright white light. The object 
was surrounded by a halo, and hovering near electric power transmission lines. 
Its body was dull silver and "like crumpled aluminum foil." Dogs were 
barking (animal reactions) and a pinging sound attracted other witnesses to the 
UFO. The object descended before finally moving out of sight. (Fowler, 1974, 
pp. 116, 335, 337; NICAP notes.)

660329 undisclosed rural area NH 4 Dog does not react to landed box

660407 Springfield KY 4  

Time not reported. A large object described as an "overgrown washtub" 
moved southeast over the airport, dog barked (animal reactions). (NICAP 
notes.)

660424 Dorchester MA 4  

5:00 a.m. EDT. The same family as in the previous entry saw an identical oval 
or discoidal object with dome and yellow light on top and red lights around 
the edge. flashing in the same pattern as the night before. The object emitted a 
humming sound and "weird, whirring, mechanical noises" as it bobbed around 
apparently close to the building. An explosive sound was heard, the windows 
rattled and furniture shook, and the lights went out. The family German 
shepherd doa whined and scratched at the door (animal reaction). The start of 
a power failure, which affected about 2,500 homes in the area, was officially 
timed at 4:57 a.m. It was later attributed to a breakdown in the insulation of 
the wiring at a point very near the apartment building. Later that evening 
investigators detected some abnormal radiation on the window sill where the 
object had been seen. (Keyhoe & Lore, 1969b, pp. 45-47; Walter N. Webb 
investigation report; U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 8, May-June 1966, pp. 7-
8; Fowler 1974, p. 340.)
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661012 Jonesboro TN 4

Noon.  Prolonged sighting (more than 5 hours) by many witnesses of 
numerous discs, fall of so-called "angel's hair," which was sticky and 
reportedly caused physiological effects on some who touched it (burning 
sensation, itching, nausea). According to reports, dogs and cows in the 
neighborhood "acted odd." (Tennessee NICAP Subcommittee report; U.F.O. 
Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 10, Oct.-Nov. 1966, pp. 5-6.)

670109 Malta MT 4 Dog barks as rectangular object flies by

670126 Jamaica NY 4

1:30 a.m. EST. Three witnesses saw an oblong or oval object, gray or silver, 
with a red top. On top were several protrusions, along which moved green 
flashes of light. The object moved in erratic flight with a swirling motion and 
made a "weird" noise. A dog was reported to be upset by the phenomenon 
(animal reaction) during the sighting. (New York NICAP Subcommittee report 
and letter with a copy of Air Force report form, in NICAP files.) 

670203 Piggott AR 4

Time not reported. Numerous witnesses saw maneuvering objects with domes 
and flashing lights. Separate (satellite) and merging objects also were reported. 
Dogs reacted (animal reactions). (Keyhoe and Lore, 1969b, p. 71.)

670216 Helena NY 4

7:00 p.m. EST. A woman saw a large round white light with a ring of stars. 
The color changed and the shape changed to oval. The object was low near a 
barn and slowly disappeared over the horizon to west. Dogs barked wildly 
(animal reaction). (Letter from witness, NICAP files.) 

670219 Ozarks MO 4 Dog alerts owner to near-ground object
670222 Milton IN 4 Dogs excited/fearful of oval with lights

670228 Piggott AR 4

Night. Several independent reports overnight. A 21-year-old man reported that 
an unidentified object glided parallel to his car about 300 yards away. The 
object then abruptly headed for the car (vehicle encounter), swerved away, and 
left at terrific speed. (Memphis Press-Scimitar, 3/4/67, copy in NICAP files.)

670302 Patterson AR 4

9:30 p.m. CST.  A man saw an unexplained object with red lights (body lights) 
which hovered over homes and then moved on. Dogs barked during the 
sighting (animal reaction). (Memphis Press-Scimitar, Tenn., 3/4/67, copy in 
NICAP files.)

670303 Red Hill NH 4 Object paced car at 100 feet, dog reacted 
670307 Keeneyville & Bartlett, between IL 4 Dog in car alarmed as disc directs light beam into vehicle 

670315 Nebo NC 4

9:15 p.m. EST. A woman saw a teardrop-shaped object, long axis horizontal, 
with two lighted portholes. Its body was blue-brown and dull. The witness's 
dog reacted to the presence of the object. (Witness letter in NICAP files, 
NICAP report form.) 

670317 Lebanon OH 4

Night. A woman reported an object so bright she could look at it only brieflv 
(brilliant illumination). The object hovered over her home, and made a loud 
sound (unspecified). Her dog was greatly upset (animal reaction). Possible EM 
effect on car headlights. (Unidentified clipping in NICAP files.)
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670321 Homer   AK 4

7:30 p.m. AKST (10:30 p.m. CST). Two families saw an object that had a 
long row of square windows of different colors. Cows reacted violently 
(animal reactions). The object hovered, then disappeared beyond the trees. 
(Report in NICAP files.)

670322 Camarillo CA 4

8:50 p.m. PST (10:50 p.m. CST). A barking dog alerted five witnesses (animal 
reactions), who saw 5 or 6 lights in a cluster. The lights moved across the sky, 
and suddenly climbed straight up and disappeared after being visible for 
several minutes. (Camarillo News, 3/23/67, copy in NICAP

670326 Minatare NE 4

7:30 p.m. MST. Two separate groups of 1 witnesses reported a variety of UFO 
activity. In one case a man saw two "solid :-lights" that hovered near the 
ground. A 5-1/2-foot tall humanoid being in what 3 looked like white 
coveralls was seen, and the man's dog was disturbed at this time (animal 
reaction). The other witnesses described strange footprints found at the site 
and apparently also saw the humanoid being but do not describe it. (NICAP 
report form.)

670401 Fishing Creek Valley PA 4 Two dogs barked at object 150' away
670417 New Haven WV 4 Dog and pony reacted to beam of light

670422 LaPoint UT 4

Evening. A witness drove into a driveway  and saw a 50-foot diameter red 
ellipse resting on the ground. The object rose,-,. And departed rapidly when 
the car lights were turned off. Dogs were barking animal reaction). (Salisbury, 
1974, Table 1, Case 47.)

670423 Elizabeth IL 4

12:15 a.m. CST. A man saw a very large^ elongated object (estimated 50 feet 
long and 20 feet in width; 2.5:1 length to 4 width ratio) with a red light at one 
end and a green light at the other end. It roared louder than a jet, and cattle and 
dogs r reacted (animal reaction).(NICAP report form; Elizabeth Weekly News, 
4/26/67, a copy in NICAP files.)   

670426 St. Catherines, Ontario CAN 4 Dog sitting very quietly as engulfed in UFO beam

670625 Harrisburg PA 4

2:05 a.m. EDT. A couple saw a bright sparkling white light for 10-15 minutes 
about 10-20 feet above the ground, emitting a "low-pitched, constant droning 
sound." Dogs were barking and howling (animal reactions). (Cook report, 
NICAP files.)

670711 Lone Butte, BC CAN 4

Evening. Witnesses saw 13 objects in units of three, with red and green 
blinking lights (body lights). One was seen to be saucer shaped. Dogs, cattle 
and horses reacted. (Vancouver Sun, British Columbia, 7/27/67, copy in 
NICAP files.)

670725 Southern part of State MI 4

11:30 p.m. EDT (10:30 p.m. CDT). A woman and several teenagers about 
1,200 miles to the southeast reported a very similar phenomenon. They saw 5-
6 objects radiating bright white lights "wobbling" over a field. When a plane 
flew into the area, the objects (lights) rapidly disappeared after turning bright 
red (color change/speed correlation). As the color changed, dogs in the area 
howled (animal reactions). (Stinson letter, NICAP files.)

670721 Pompano Beach FL 4 Dog in car fearful at low flying light
670725 Garrison ND 4 Cattle nervous and dog looks toward round glowing object
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670804 Philpot KY 4

Nr. midnight. A man saw an object the size and shape of a large can 
(cylinder). Following a "squealing sound" and a slight explosion, it went 
straight up with flame coming from the bottom (exhaust). The object leveled 
off about 50-100 feet off the ground and flew away to the southeast. A 
scorched area 20 feet in diameter was found in the bean field where the object 
was seen (physical traces), and a sample was sent to NICAP. Investigation 
found no evidence of a hoax. (Christol letter, NICAP files.)

670809 Grey Friars, Stattordshire UK 4

2:30 AM. A disc-shaped object about the size of a rugby ball was sighted by a 
married couple in Grey Friars. It flashed blue lights all around its rim, and 
seemed to be spinning in time with sound coming from it. It caused their dog 
to begin barking. 

670812 Omega WI 4

2:30 a.m. CDT. A couple saw a glowing object with a light beam for 2-1/2 
hours. Barking dogs (animal reaction) alerted the witnesses. The object was 
hovering and the beam of light was directed toward a farm building near the 
witnesses. (Unidentified newspaper clipping, 10/27/67, NICAP files.)

670900 White Pine MI 4 Dog unaffected by hovering disc

670900 DeSoto MO 4  

12:30 a.m. CDT. Two couples saw five round objects with flashing, multi-
colored lights. The objects circled and maneuvered rapidly in the sky. Barking 
dogs (animal reactions) first attracted the witnesses' attention to the objects. 
(DeSoto Press Times, 9/25/67, NICAP files.)

671002 Ipswich MA 4

8:30 p.m. EDT. Four witnesses who were together plus two other single, 
independent witnesses saw red, greenish blue, and white lights (body lights) 
apparently on an oval object that save off a yellowish glow. Dogs were 
barking (animal reaction) during the sighting. (Massachusetts NICAP 
Subcommittee report, NICAP files; Fowler, 1974, p. 350.)

671026 South Dorset UK 4 Dog worried by hovering odd shaped object

671026 Newton NH 4

9:30 p.m. EDT. Four witnesses saw a dark object with two horizontal rows of 
red lights, a green light, and a white light (body lights). The object circled, 
hovered, reversed direction (maneuvered) and emitted a humming sound. 
Dogs in the area barked and whined (animal reactions) during the sighting. 
(Fowler, 1974, p. 350.)

680204 Redlands CA 4 BBU Barking dog alerts to slow moving round object at 300 feet

680209 Groveton MO 4 12235
100 ft circular obj hover 20-25 ft above ground sends cattle running toward 
barns

680219 Behgough, Saskatchewan CAN 4 Dog and cattle fearful of slow moving domed disc

680702 Sierra Chica Argentina 4

11:25 a.m. Oscar H. Iriart, 15, saw two men of normal height, with short, 
white hair and red clothes, semi-transparent legs, motioning to him. The 
witness's horse and dog were paralyzed for several minutes. (Magonia #916, 
FSR 68, 5)

680730 Claremont NH 4 Dogs in house disturbed as domed-shaped object hovered low
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680812 Mercedes Argentina 4

8:00 p.m. A woman staying by herself at a house on the outskirts of Mercedes 
heard a buzzing sound and her dogs began barking. The next day several 
ground traces were found in the same area where the objects were seen. 
(Albert S. Rosales, Humanoid Contact Database 1968, case #6, citing Richard 
Heiden, quoting R. Banchs).

681120 Hanbury UK 4 rabbits moved away from hovering object
681125 Marcellus NY 4 Dog in car distressed as domed object was seen
690306 Lancaster MO 4 Dog disturbed as domed disc sends light beam to road
690423 Silver Spring MD 4 Dogs, cats, and horses reacted to object
690511 Pembroke, Ontario CAN 4 Dog raised alarm to a landed object
690831 Stover MO 4 Flock of turkeys react to orange-red hemisphere or domed disc 
691010 Glenwood MO 4 Dog in car agitated by domed disc
700602 Apache Junction AZ 4 Horses react as if to predator
700629 Apopka FL 4 Dog in car did not respond; dog outside of car did respond
701005 Walsh IL 4 Cows’ behavior supports IFO theory
711102 Delphos KS 4 Sheep become agitated during landing event
720513 Canterbury NH 4 Dog undisturbed by top-shaped object; cat ran
720715 Morton MN 4 Dog alerts, chases triangle

730500 Houston TX 4 One of the few UFO encounter cases which also involved animal mutilation.
730628 Columbia MO 4 Several dogs undisturbed by oval object w/ light beams/wind  
730713 Emden MO 4 Dog is afraid of low glowing object (UFO)
731019 Owego NY 4 Cows run as object passes over
731108 Falmouth, Nova Scotia CAN 4 Family dog greatly agitated when two red lights observed

731125 Falmouth, Nova Scotia CAN 4

9:50 p.m. The RCMP report he and his brother Manus Smith had been driving 
on old Highway 3 near the western Bear Point turnoff when they encountered 
some lights in the sky.

740106 Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia CAN 4 Dog's barking caused woman to look out window
740218 Chelsea OK 4 Dog and cattle frightened by slow moving oval
740901 Langenburg, Saskatchewan CAN 4 Cattle found to have broken fence/domed object 
741015 Ramona CA 4 Many types of animals reacted to a round object that landed

741017 Maitland, N.S.W AU 4
Dogs barked furiously, circular yellow-white object emitted two light beams 
to ground, illuminated terrain brightly (Reference 1, Section IX).

750224 Enfield CT 4

9:50 p.m. Two young men witnessed a 60-foot wide disc-shaped UFO 
hovering over a nearby field. The UFO effected their TV reception, and their 
dogs howled in the presence of the object. (Source: E. Jahn, field investigator, 
CUFOS case file report dated March 11, 1975; NICAP UFO Investigator, 
August 1975, p. 1).

750226 San Carlos Reservoir AZ 4
witness saw an oddly structured craft and noticed fish jumping out of the 
water

750314 Mellen WI 4 Dog reacted to domed object over treetops
750930 Orland CA 4 Cows bolted at descent of domed disc

760523 Sedona AZ 4

9:00 p.m. A dog and cat reacted with panic when a bottle-shaped silver UFO 
flew near a mountainside in Sedona. There were separate witnesses to the 
nocturnal fly by. (Source: APRO Bulletin, May-June 1976, p. 5).

760615 Strathmore CA 4 Dog alerts to huge cigar then hides
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770104 Carapito Beira Alta Portugal 4

12:30 a.m. A man was training his German shepherd dog in a pine grove when 
the animal suddenly became agitated and sat next to him. He then saw 
hovering 10 meters from the ground a dark metallic domed object that was 
emitting a beeping sound. The witness suffered from severe headaches soon 
after the incident, and his dog died with no obvious cause of death in August 
of the same year. 

770126 Anchorage KY 4 dogs bark while object is present
770218 Salto Uruguay 4 Dog and cows reacted to low hovering disc

770313 Pen-Y-Cwm, Pembrokeshire Wales 4

9:00 PM. Stephen Taylor, age 17, was walking home from a visit to his 
girlfriend's house when he saw an orange, luminous, pear-shaped UFO in the 
sky. The dog behaved normally the next day. (Source: David F. Webb and Ted 
Bloecher, HUMCAT: Catalogue of Humanoid Reports, case 1977 -13, citing 
Randall Jones Pugh, BUFORA).

770526 Orange Australia 4 Dog and Horse raise alert to bright object near ground

770713 Emden MO 4
Dog started barking at 3:30 AM.  This barking was unusual, described as a 
“scared” bark

770806 Pelham GA 4

10:30 AM. Tom Dawson, 63, a retired car salesman, was taking a walk down 
to his favorite fishing pond, when suddenly a disc-shaped craft silently came 
into view, hovering just a few feet off the ground between nearby trees. 
Simultaneously, Dawson found himself unable to move, and noted that his two 
dogs and some twenty head of cattle seemed to suffer from the same affliction. 
(Source: The Encyclopedia of Extraterrestrial Encounters, edited by Ronald D. 
Story. New American Library, a division of Penguin Putnam Inc., 375 Hudson 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10014. 2001. Feature submitted by researcher Billy J. 
Rachels. (mysterious-america.net)

771129 Waimata Valley, Gisborne NZ 4

Hovering dome-shaped object sped toward witness, stopped, beamed blue 
light onto dead tree, which fluoresced in bright colors. Sheep fled (NICAP 
UFOE II, Section VI).

780127 Fordsham, Cheshire County UK 4

Four men were out in a field by the River Weaver when they sighted a silvery 
balloon-like object float down along the course of the river and land on the 
bank. It emitted a strong purplish glow that made it hard to look at. Two 
figures of normal height emerged. They wore silvery suits and had miner’s 
lamps on their heads, and these glowed purple. Cows on a nearby field seemed 
to become paralyzed and unable to move. Using a metal cage, the UFOnauts 
penned in one cow and seemed to measure it.

780204 Orange CA 4 Dog in house responds to hovering object

780502 Escazu Costa Rica 4

A 10 year-old boy was out playing, saw a cat and ran to a field when he 
suddenly noticed a hovering silvery disc-shaped object that was about 15 
meters in diameter, and it was hovering at about 200 meters above the ground 
with a slight wobbling motion. He watched as a mist-like vapor assumed the 
shape of a human-like figure that remained suspended above the ground. The 
figure was about 170 meters tall. The cat also apparently observed the 
spectacle, since the animal's fur stood on end and it quickly scurried from the 
scene
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780901 Llanerchymedd, Anglesey, Wales UK 4

several villagers including a man hunting rabbits watched a bright white light 
descend slowly behind a new housing estate. Other independent witnesses saw 
a large silvery sphere above a field, and watched the cows panic and 
neighborhood dogs start barking furiously. A woman and her young daughter 
looked out and saw three tall men in gray uniforms with caps or helmets 
attached to their suits walk across a field.

780915 Carpentersville IL 4

A 26-year-old woman was awakened by a whirring sound and she went to her 
bedroom window to look outside. The noise stopped, but then she saw the 
figure of a six-foot tall man. He was dressed in a silvery suit. Several feet 
away from him she saw a small, silver, domed disc sitting on the edge of the 
grass. It was opaque and smooth and was the source of the whirring sound. 
The witness then screamed at her husband to wake up, and her dog started 
barking furiously. They both tried to phone the police but the phone was not 
working.

780925 Greenfield IN 4

Three woman observed an object coming down from the sky into the field. 
Dog barked. UFO was oblong, very, very huge with a kind of greenish-gray 
color. It had three lights, one red and two white. No sound and it moved flying 
sideways behind the barn and then took off flying frontways. 140' imprint left 
in soybean field.

790103 Mindalore S, Africa 4
Dog barked, mother and child saw craft on ground, humanoid encounter 
(section XII).

790108 San Croce Sull'Arno Italy 4

In the Tuscany region of Italy a 40-meter wide domed disc with an antenna 
flew over a farm at only ten meters above the ground. The farm animals were 
panicked and a tree bent over as the object passed. (Source: Maurizio Verga, 
ITACAT Italian UFO catalogue).

790525 Colusa CA 4

1:10 AM. A silver colored, heel-shaped or bullet-shaped object hovered 
between fifty and five hundred feet above some trees near the Sacramento 
River for three minutes. It made a sound like an electric motor as it moved 
very slowly toward the two witnesses, Ruben and Carlos Genera. Many 
animals reacted to its presence.

790622 Gorgona (offshore of) Italy 4

The yacht Rainbow II was heading for Corsica,. On board was the owner of 
the boat, his wife and children and a crew of 11 people. About three miles 
ahead of the prow of the boat they saw a black cylindrical shape. This object 
was coming out from the surface of the sea like a tower and rose 30 meters 
into the air. Although the compass showed the yacht as headed in the right 
direction, the yacht instead drifted about 12 miles south and ended up in 
Bastia. Another strange occurrence was that the dog on board started barking 
and appeared scared and terrified.

790626 Wheeling IL 4

A dog started barking when a six-foot diameter balloon-shaped object glowed 
and hovered over the yard of a home in Wheeling, Illinois. The object flew 
toward the southwest.

791026 Colusa CA 4
Roosters crowed, ducks quacked, geese honked, and  bullfrogs started 
croaking loudly in response to silver bullet-shaped craft that hovered briefly
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800308 Wilmington NC 4
Object buzzed car, jet-like sound, bright illumination; dog howled as if his 
ears hurt (section XII).

800706 Bear River, Nova Scotia CAN 4
A silent, fifteen-meter diameter round object hovered only 500 feet away. A 
dog hid in fear. A six-meter long indentation was discovered on the ground.

800930 Rosedale, Victoria AU 4 Horses and cattle reacted to top-shaped object

801026 Greene County IN 4

A lopsided triangle shaped UFO was observed by a husband and wife on their 
farm in a close encounter. The object can be described two full moons spaced 
about 12 feet apart with a flashing red light in back like a lopsided triangle. 
Their animals were effected while the UFO was over the barn.

801218 Rio Brazil 4 Cows and horses alerted, then ran as small light flew by

810218 Manzano Amargo, Neuquen Province Arg 4

Jose Fermin Albornoz, an illiterate shephard, awoke at 4:00 a.m. to the sounds 
of his animals causing a commotion. Looking out from his hut he saw a 
"beautiful" blue light hovering over a field about 20 meters away. His animals 
were effected and he recalled an abduction experience.

810330 Alton IL 4

Huge bright light went to very dim, had lights on the bottom as it hovered over 
trees for ten minutes. Object moved towards witnesses at about 10 mph. Frogs 
stopped croaking and dogs began barking excitedly

810711 Port Byron IL 4

10:30 PM. 5-1/2 mins duration. Girl Scout supervisor at camp headquarters 
suddenly hears his dog barking in a warning manner. The witness moves to an 
unobstructed view of the pool and notices the pool lights are not on. Instead, 
directly above the pool, and higher than the regular lights, is a brilliant light. 
Suddenly the lights go out. He hears a whirring noise that rises in pitch as it 
apparently rises into the sky. When he turns on the lights he noticed the pump 
is not running and the water level is down three feet. (IUR-3,6)

810801 Newport DE 4 Dog oddly silent as domed disc passed over house

811217 Bladenboro NC 4

Daniel Edwards was awakened by the furious barking of his dog towards a 
pine forest behind his house. He walked out of the house and was startled to 
see a huge fire like light, illuminating a mass clump of trees a few hundred 
yards away.

820322 Slanesville VA 4

The witness had gone outside to investigate a commotion among his dogs and 
cats and saw two lights descend from the sky and land. He approached with 
his car but the vehicle stalled. He approached on foot holding a flashlight and 
encountered a five-foot six-inch tall man dressed in a silvery coverall with a 
hood.

820906 Auberry CA 4 Dogs bark and lights dim as disc follows power line
830324 Ossining Reservoir NY 4 Dog did not respond to boomerang
830324 Yorktown NY 4 Cat appears frightened when V-shaped lights appear
830331 Sandy Hook CT 4 Dog barked at boomerang
830410 Ross OH 4 Dog vocalized and bristled when objected landed
840000 Rockdale TX 4 Aggressive dogs become uneasy in presence of red light
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840425 The Orkney Islands Scotland 4

5:30 PM. A silver colored, 150 foot long, bulbous-shaped object with a long 
tail hung in the sky, rocking back and forth 80 feet above the ground over a 
garden in Blairgowrie, The Orkney Islands, Scotland. Mrs. Freeman's dog 
cowered, and she was temporarily blinded by a ball of light from the object 
that struck her and entered her body, and she felt the warmth emitted by it but 
at the same time felt a sensation of calm. 

840506 Williston FL 4

Time not given. A 13-year-old boy working at a kennel in Williston, Florida 
heard a humming noise, and noticed that the dogs were attempting to hide in 
their pens and whining. As he went out to investigate the area turned red with 
illumination, and a bright red disc-shaped object hovered only 20 feet over his 
head.

860228 New Castle PA 4
Hovering oval object, body lights, brightly illuminated the area, moved up, 
down, and sideways. Dog agitated during sighting (section VII).

861102 Bay Port MI 4 Cow and horse responded to hovering object
871123 Shreve OH 4 Dogs and cats non reactive to quad search lights (IFO). 
871225 Coon Rapid MN 4 Barking dogs alerted witness to treetop hovering sphere 
880125 Sharon PA 4 Barking dogs alerted to triangle, treetop height
880222 Irwin PA 4 Cat fearful as disc at treetop level emitted beam
880316 Yukon Territory near Carcross CAN 4 Dog responds and hides in close encounter

880700 MacMillan Pass, NWT/Yukon Border CAN 4 Horses panic as object flies by (UFO)
881024 Valparaiso FL 4 Dog and cat wanted to approach rectangle above treetops
890118 Glen Allen MS 4 Forest animals freeze as cylinder passes overhead
890118 Somerville OH 4 Barking dogs alert witness to domed objects
890208 Gulf Breeze FL 4 Dogs barked constantly as 2 small discs landed
890405 Cantonment FL 4 Excited barking as disc emitted light beam and stirred tree
890405 Plainfield IN 4 Dog growling awoke witness to see hovering disc
890408 Baton Rouge LA 4 Dogs are unaffected by fly over of three amber lights in formation
890421 Crestview FL 4 Barking alerted witness to disc, which put light on witness
890813 Mansura LA 4 Dog reacted as oval bobbed near ground
890819 Cantonment FL 4 Normally noisy dogs silent as disc hovers across the street
890822 Gulf Breeze FL 4 Cats indifferent to triangle at tree level. 
890831 Ispwich MA 4 Dog in house curious/alert to disc outside
890911 Kalamazoo MI 4 Dogs excited as cigar-shape with wings hovers over houses
890914 Cantonment FL 4 Dogs hid while diamond shaped object passed over
891009 Gulf Breeze FL 4 Dogs barking at hum of boomerang
891030 Ft. Walton Beach FL 4 Insects silent as lights are seen
891101 Gulf Breeze FL 4 Dogs barking excitedly at hum of 3 bell-shaped objects
900222 Henryville IN 4 Dogs vocalized as disc generated wind that affected trees
900521 Trenton NY 4 Blind dog on porch indifferent to boomerang
900524 North Huntington PA 4 Dog became still and quite before a boomerang appeared
900607 Waymart PA 4 Dog barked continuously, oval object w/light beams near
900718 New Hartford CT 4 Dogs were indifferent to hovering domed disc
901000 Ochoco National Forest OR 4 Coyotes spooked by descending blue white light
901016 Dallas OR 4 Dogs vocalizing while domed disc was nearby
910131 North Branch MN 4 Puppy indifferent to presence of domed, hat shaped object
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920320 Dundee OH 4 Animal reactions to physical traces
920729 Purcell OK 4 Dog did not respond to oval that divided
920800 Casey IA 4 Dog curious about small object near ground
921000 Canton  OH 4 Dog barking at bullet-shaped object with searchlights alerted witness
930109 Slagle MO 4 Cattle ran from area of blue oval ring
930121 Tuttle OK 4 Dogs barking throughout town as triangle was in area
930614 Piketon OH 4 Dog barked at hovering oval dome; also fearful
930713 Ligonier IN 4 Kenneled dogs barking during 20 min. sighting of 3 rotating lights
930713 Syracuse IN 4 Dogs howled as a cigar-shaped object passed
930810 Norman  OK 4 Dogs barked, light passed (excitement of witnesses a factor?) 
930905 Depoe Bay OR 4 Cat indifferent to glowing, yellow orange object
940203 Lincolntown NC 4 Roosters crowed as cigar-shaped object with lights passed
940412 Granville TN 4 Farm animals reported unusually calm after a rectangular object passed
940831 Mongo IN 4 Dogs do not react to close object
941011 Custer SD 4 Dogs alerted to white lights
950102 Tekoa WA 4 Dog curious and fearful as star-like lights landed
950915 Oklahoma City OK 4 Dogs excited as disc emitted a light beam
960725 Akron OH 4 Dogs hid as boomerang passed
961122 San Francisco (1896) CA 4 Seals dive as airship emits beam of light
971000 Jefferson GA 4 Three dogs in circle under a glowing ball
971230 Sioux City IA 4 Dogs howled when thin rectangle was in area
980102 Sao Paulo Brazil 4 Dogs barked a small sphere roamed area
980127 Woodland WA 4 Animals become still as object hovers
991116 Antrim MI 4 Fireball chain and coincidental barking of dog (IFO)
991116 Madison WI 4 Dog does not react as large fireball flies over (IFO)
000218 Asheboro NC 4 Dogs react to horizontal row of bright lights hovering in the sky
000927 Challis ID 4 Mules do not respond to low triangle
010330 Nipomo CA 4 Dogs bark/howl during aurora display
010823 Atlantic Ocean NJ 4 Fish come to surface as cylinder hovers
020122 Salisbury MD 4 Dogs bark at fireball that lights terrain and is heard (IFO)
020131 Jewel Valley CA 4 Large flying disc, smaller discs & triangle startles police dog 
020726 Brandywine MD 4 Famous jet scramble case, but two dogs did not react
020812 Jackson-Covington GA 4 Dog frightened during sighting of nocturnal lights (IFO)
020813 Cow Bay, Nova Scotia CAN 4 Dog retreated into house when black triangle appeared

021208 Bellingham WA 4
Dogs began howling and at about the same time, an odd cyclic humming 
sound was heard

030503 North Richland Hills TX 4 Horses startled, dogs bark, as object hovers over pasture

030605 Houston, British Columbia CAN 4
Dogs did not appear to notice enormous boomerang moving slowly and 
silently over treetops

030913 Seamon OH 4
Coyotes were reported howling loudly during a sighting of a large stationary 
triangle 

030925 Marstons Mills MA 4 Dogs fearful as large dark object observed
031114 Niles OH 4 Dogs non-reactive to lights in sky. (IFO)
031214 Atlanta GA 4 Dog excited as people see meteor (IFO)
040610 Lilburn GA 4 Dog barks as small white lights are observed (IFO)
050509 Carlisle PA 4 Dog fearful of glowing chevron
050825 Port Charlotte FL 4 Cat fearful as distant light is viewed (IFO)
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051016 Santa Maria CA 4 Dog barks when dark object is near
051110 Camarillo CA 4 Dogs aggressively bark and visually track disc
051115 Martinez CA 4 Beagle reacts to movement in the sky of white, glowing oval
051224 Waxhaw NC 4 Dog sees and barks at disc over house
060228 Des Plaines IL 4 Dog raises alarm and barks at hovering object in daytime sky
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